SUMMERTIME: CHILDREN’S BOOKS HIT

THE

ROAD
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School is out, but summer is not the time for children to take a break from reading. Instead, it can be the time for
kids to connect even more with books. For strong readers, it is a chance to enjoy books they often don’t have time
to read during the school year. For weaker readers, it is a time to keep their focus on books and other literacy
activities. Reading throughout the summer will keep children’s skills sharpened and their imaginations engaged.
Audiobooks are the perfect format for children and teens during their active summers.
Summer is the time for family road trips—this presents the perfect opportunity for sharing books that will change a boring
drive into an exciting adventure! Listening to a good book together is a wonderful way to let children know that reading
and books are valued. A good audiobook in the car sends that powerful message and offers a literacy experience for the
entire family to share.
Audiobooks are ideal for young listeners because they make the world of books completely accessible. Audiobooks
provide children the opportunity to understand how stories work—just as if they were reading a book. They will hear
that a story has a beginning, a middle, an end, and a problem that requires a resolution. Listening to a book offers
that complete story experience while providing an opportunity to develop strong listening and vocabulary skills.
Here are some audiobooks that are ideal for engaging all readers and listeners this summer. Families
will enjoy the Charlotte’s Web 50th Anniversary Retrospective Edition read by E. B. White
himself. Kate DiCamillo’s Because of Winn-Dixie read by the talented Cherry Jones is
another story whose audience spans generations.
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The younger crowd will enjoy Stink: The Incredible Shrinking Kid by Megan
McDonald. Read by Nancy Cartwright (the voice of Bart Simpson), this new
series from the creator of Judy Moody is an absolute delight! Lucy Rose:
Here’s the Thing About Me by Katy Kelly is the perfect summer
companion for students ages 6-8.

From family car trips, to hours lying on
the beach, to hiking in the mountains—
audiobooks help those summer
reading lists travel!

Middle-graders will be riveted
by Cornelia Funke’s fantasy,
Inkheart. Through Lynn Redgrave’s
compelling delivery the characters
come out of the book (literally!)
and get into some very serious
mischief. The Joey Pigza series
(about a young boy with
Attention Deficit Disorder), written and read by Jack Gantos,
is hilarious but Joey’s plight
is evident throughout and helps kids
understand the frustration of having
ADD. Both The Watsons’ Go to
Birmingham—1963 and Bud, Not Buddy
by Christopher Paul Curtis are auditory
delights. Curtis is a master at
characterization and his characters
are even more vibrant in the audio
format thanks to the stellar readings of
LeVar Burton and James Avery.

For the teen crowd, a mystery series from Philip Pullman featuring
one of the strongest female protagonists in the YA genre, Sally Lockhart,
is a must-listen. Orphaned in her teens, Sally makes a life for herself as a
young woman in London of 1881. She gets drawn into a series of mysteries
and each one of them is top-notch. Anton Lesser reads all three: Ruby in the Smoke,
The Shadow in the North, and The Tiger in the Well. If you are looking for a pleasant
way to get your children to try some of the classics, try Troy by Adele Geras, read by
Miriam Margolyes. This is truly a great story and Margoyle’s performance is superb.

Look for the titles mentioned in this article online
www.listeninglibrary.com
as digital downloads or in your local bookstore or library.

